EDITORIAL
There are moments when all you can do
is sigh and reflect on the past. There are
other moments when you just have to
move on and leave the past behind.
Fumble is about looking to the future
but also remembering the past. Getting
the balance right can be the hard part.
Deadlines are precarious things when
the everyday requirements of living get
in the way. Commitments sometimes
have to be rescheduled, not necessarily
a bad thing, but it can be frustrating
when a plan is forced to be altered.
Everything has a knock on effect on
release dates, other work in progress
and even new projects that have been
tottering around the planning stage for
too long to offer a reasonable
expectation of production launch dates.
All in a day’s work I guess. If the delay
was merely confined to creation that
would be fine. When the creative work
is done and delays creep into taking the
publication to press, purely based on
time, one wonders if it would be best to
halt the production of new projects until
everything else catches up. The
publishing world, just like life, isn’t like
that – you have to go with the flow and
keep it all moving. Bad Dog Publishing
thrives on momentum. It is not on our
nature to slow down.
With that in mind, BDP will soon be
releasing its first Kindle versions – from
the Darkling Pool series. KST02
Knightshade The Grandmaster’s Tome
is also on the horizon, though the
pending release date has been pushed
back to ensure the inclusion of some
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necessary changes that came out of
playtesting, leading to a longer editing
process that will only serve to enhance
the enjoyment of the product. There’s
that knock on effect, moving the sequel
to Vampire back. Fallen should still
make a release date in 2014.
What else is new? UK Games Expo
2014 has come and gone. KennelCon
(a.k.a. the Kennel Party) has come and
gone. The Bad Dog Publishing website
suffered a recent setback that has since
been rectified. Being busy is not the
worst thing. Having a focus where we
never ever get to the end of all we have
to do is also not as bad as having
nothing to do. Brief respites to recharge
the proverbial batteries may be
warranted but they are set to be few and
far between in the coming weeks,
months, years, decades… well, you get
the idea. Going to have to just work the
Trolls harder. Lazy buggers even took
summer holidays. One wonders what
the world is coming to but the future is
currently looking brighter…
Regards and fare thee well for now…

William Anthony Shea – Master Sage
Editor – Bad Dog Publishing.
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carefully. Saying that, we are in no
position
to
give
advance
on
relationships. You will have to find
your own way.
Dear Fumble,
Welcome to the Letters page of Fumble
Newszine. This is the place to voice
your opinions on the games we play,
BDP publications, the Knights of
Misspent Youth, and all aspects of
gaming.

A serious question. Any chance that
you will be hiring. I am really
interested in getting an entry level
position in publishing and I checked
out your website but I could not find
any information on careers in Bad
Dog Publishing.
Novice.

Dear Fumble,
Dungeons & Dragons (D&D) 5th
Edition. One word… awesome!
Nostalgic!
Hi Nostalgic, glad to hear your opinion.
As we haven’t read it yet, we cannot
comment, but it has to better than D&D
Vista… oops, I mean D&D 4th Edition.

Dear Novice,
Unfortunately, we are not currently
hiring. I have passed your comments on
to the relevant team, particularly in
reference to the absence of a provision
for ‘careers’ on our website. Thank you
for bringing this to our attention. Please
do check out the website from time to
time and I wish you luck in your career.

Dear Fumble,
I have a serious problem with my
GM. I think I am in love. She is
amazing, beautiful, witty and tells
wonderful stories. However, being a
gamer, I am not sure how to
approach the subject of asking her
out.
Smitten.
Dear Smitten,
This is not what we do. We are not an
agony aunt column. We highly suspect
that you are making this up, but if you
are not, I would suggest you tread
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Thank you all for your letters this issue.
A welcome increase in number if not
content. Please keep your comments
and suggestions coming. This column is
finally starting to hold its own and we
appreciate your suggestions, the good,
the bad and the indifferent. Just to note
– we are not an agony aunt column,
even if you have fallen for your GM.
SNAIL MAIL SUBMISSIONS:
BAD DOG PUBLISHING
‘THE KENNEL’
C/O 16 KILLREENDOWNEY AVENUE,
BALLYPHEHANE, CORK, IRELAND.

submissions@baddogpublishing.ie

MINIATURE AND PROPS
Adding visual aids to a game can
greatly enhance the story. I have rarely
run a game without the use of
miniatures or props to enrich the visual
representation of the story. Miniatures
in particular are useful for showing
where Characters are when a conflict
arises, a trap is triggered or just to
represent who happens to be on the
street at the time of a particularly
important event. Floor plans, scenery,
handouts and even sheets of paper for
writing on can all add value to a game.
Laying out the plans of a ruin that is
being explored by the Characters can
add to the enjoyment of the Players.

Miniatures and props are available from
most good hobby shops and from
various online stores. You can also
make your own props from whatever
materials come to hand. If there is any
possibility of ambiguity or confusion
then utilising a visual aid may quickly
resolve such issues; ‘My Character
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wasn’t standing there when the block
trap fell!’ With miniatures and floor
plans, any protest will be quickly
settled. Saying that – visual aids are not
just to keep the Players in check. They
can be a powerful gaming aid when
words alone are not enough to convey a
scene or situation. Some props may also
be reusable. If all else fails, using sheets
of paper or hex mats for drawing on can
be just as good for expressing an
abstract representation of a scene.

In the end they are tools to augment and
supplement a story. Some GMs go to
great lengths to present the visual side
of the story. Others are content to offer
long and detailed descriptions. From my
experience the best game is the one that
meets the visual and the descriptive in
the middle. Use props, miniatures and
plans as needed, but they are no
substitute for a well-planned story
properly executed. Sometimes, anything
that comes to hand will do, especially
when just clarifying a point. In the end
it is the imagination of the Players and
the GM that make a game work. It is the
perceived danger of the encounter, the
circumventing of an intricate trap or
device and the fun of playing in the
moment that make the experience
worthwhile.
BLANK
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THE GMs GUIDE

DOWNTIME
What happens between adventures?

Handling downtime can be a difficult
prospect for a GM. After all, Characters
(and their Players) cannot spend every
waking moment encountering adversity
and killing everything in sight. A GM
and Players may want more, but a game
and story will benefit from the change
of pace. Downtime can be enforced
(through injury) or welcomed (to
purchase or replenish items needed to
survive in a dangerous world). The
mayhem has to stop sometime, or at
least pause long enough so as not to
make the story repetitive. Downtime
can also provide an insight into just
what the Characters are fighting for – to
change or rejuvenate interest from a
Player’s perspective. There are many
reasons to stop and take stock. This
affords the GM an opportunity to
present a nearby town for the
Characters to explore, to delve into the
rich culture of a land, offer prayers to
the divine, spend hard earned wealth, or
as noted, recover from wounds.
The value of downtime is greater
when the GM can cater for the things
Characters need. Special requests for
supplies, armour, weapons, diversions
and anything else the Characters have
the coin to procure can be made
available. Of course this is largely
dependent on the size of the habitat as
some items may not be available in a
specific region. Also, some stopovers or
downtime can occur far away from the
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trappings of civilisation. If a group has
just come through a particularly hard
ordeal, the GM should be sympathetic
to their needs and afford opportunities
for a respite, forsaking encounters or
indicating that the Characters not run
into anything while they are recovering.
Punishing the Characters with an
encounter just for the sake of the story
when they have already been through
the mire is cruel and will win no favour.
A story may need to be adapted to
circumstance as long as doing so does
not compromise the integrity of the
outcome. The object of the game is to
entertain and to have fun. Of course
Characters die but pushing the
advantage to achieve this unfortunate
outcome when the group is already
sorely pressed does little to serve the
game or the story. The Players will be
thankful for the respite, to take stock, to
recover, or even just to resupply.
Like in the real world, when all you
have to look forward to is conflict, then
even the most diehard gamer might just
give up. Remember, downtime can be
used a powerful motivator and does not
have to detract from the enjoyment. The
GM can use such time to his advantage.
A visit to a town or city can offer the
potential to entice the Players to achieve
or aspire, i.e. they could be presented
with a particular item that they cannot
afford but which they can work to
acquire by procuring the necessary
wealth. Other motivators may be
personal goals for the Characters, such
as the Mage who wishes to work on the
creation of a new spell.
Be careful with downtime, as
inevitably, the adventure must go on.

KILLING TIME PART XVI

JAKE HULLY
WILLIAM ANTHONY SHEA
Dealing with difficult people was part
of the trade. Still, Jake Hully had a
personal dislike for Matthew Harding
that ran deeper than one lifetime. He
had made a deal and life was still
fucking with him. While he knew that
Harding hadn’t slept with Vera in this
life, he also couldn’t separate the fact
that he knew that she had in a life that
was still his to remember. He also knew
that the prick remembered.
John Diablo had given Jake Hully a
chance but he had also counselled him
against reopening old wounds by
visiting a place or time that no longer
existed, at least not perceptually.
Harding knew. In some ways him
knowing was almost as bad when their
lives had intersected again. Jake wasn’t
certain how he knew that Matthew
Harding remembered screwing his wife,
but he did. This was some sort of
cosmic joke – a balancing act that
fucked with Jake’s ego as much as his
mind. The memories he had been
permitted to retain could not be
selective. The deal had been all or
nothing. Jake didn’t want to go back to
being… unimportant. His life had been
unravelled and rewritten. Now Jake’s
Bar and Catering Company – Hully
Cuisine, were exclusively contracted to
all of Diablo’s social engagements. Of
course this also made Jake all but
exclusively dependent on the good
graces of John-fucking-Diablo to
remain in business.
Jake has not lost any of his charm in
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the transition from hot and hopeless
nowhere to wet and successful
somewhere. However, he had lost quite
a few pounds and there were times
when he wished he had lost Vera. He
often had to resist the urge to smack
Harding in the mouth and kept Vera as
far away from the artist as possible.
Something that had become increasingly difficult given the fact that his wife
had found a fondness for art.
Jake had still lost most of his hair but
consigned himself to a daily shaving
routine that now took twice as long as
when he only had to do his face. One
thing Jake had learned from his
previous life experience – the value of a
clean shirt. He was always well turned
out with dark suits and white shirts.
White – the real white and not some
faded parody of his depressed past. Jake
was never going to be a lean man. He
liked food too much. Twice a week at
the gym and a hectic working life did
enough to keep him in shape. When all
was said and done, he was a mean
looking fucker, even if he retained the
cowardly
inclinations
for
selfpreservation from his past incarnation.
At least now he looked like he could
handle himself. Still, he never liked the
way Harding or John looked at him, like
they knew that he was not all that he
pretended to be in a world oblivious to
his true nature or previous incarnation.
Murdock was also a man who seemed
to have an unnatural insight into all
things ‘Jake Hully’ but at least James
treated him with respect. They were not
quite friends but they were on friendly
terms. Their regular dealings would not
take much to complete the transition.
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While Jake could conceal and even
use his yellow streak to some
advantage, he had become a worrier.
Self-preservation won out if he was
backed into a corner and he could fight
hard and dirty if needed. Perhaps he had
always been a worrier but in the past he
had been left with nothing much to lose
that didn’t evaporate on a whim. Now
he seemed to have so much that was
dependent on Diablo. He did not want
to go back to Jake’s Bar in the arse-end
of nowhere. He did not want to be with
people who were even more depressed
than he had been when John came to
him. He remembered too much. Clarity
only served to feed his disquiet when he
had a moment to stop and think about
how far he had come from a nightmare
that played inconveniently against his
doubt whenever he got ambitious to
separate his interests from those who
provided his proverbial ‘bread and
butter’. In spite of his misgivings he did
not want to lose Vera to a pretentious
fop. He did not want to leave this life as
nothing.
Jake arrived at the Central Plaza
Hotel and went straight to the private
function room set aside for Harding’s
Exhibition. The last minute details were
always the ones that could come back to
bite him. They were what made the
difference between success and being
remembered only for the flaws in an
otherwise sterling event. These were the
ones he… worried about.
Jake liked to do a last minute walkthrough. Vera was meeting him here
and as chance would have it she was
already waiting. Most of Harding’s
paintings had already been mounted
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under the supervision of the frantically
obsessive artist. Each was covered and
would only be revealed on the night of
the Exhibition. Harding was completely
paranoid about keeping his creations
secret until his big night. Vera,
however, was insatiably curious and
could not be let alone with temptation
for too long.
Jake stepped into the room and
found Vera already lifting the corner of
the sheet covering one of the paintings.
She stood transfixed before what she
could see of the vista; mouth wide in a
mixture of shock and awe. Jake groaned
when he caught his wife in her
transgression.
‘Damn it, Vera! You are not
supposed to touch the paintings. Are
you trying to ruin me?’
Me? – ‘us’ – he should have said
‘us’. Vera seemed oblivious. She did
not turn away from a view that Jake
could not see from his current vantage
point.
‘Vera!’ snapped Jake.
Vera was startled. She let the cover
of the painting fall back in place.
‘J… Jake,’ whispered Vera. All the
natural colour had been flushed from
her face. She took a step back.
Jake moved between his wife and the
painting, smoothing the covering,
taking care to remove any trace of
Vera’s interference. She just stood there
watching, a slight tremble in her hands
and a noticeable quiver on her lips, her
eyes welling with tears. Otherwise,
Vera was the image of a perfect
complement to Jake. She was striking in
that her grooming was practiced, her
makeup deliberate, dark hair straight
BLANK
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and flawless. She wore her age well.
Vera was in her early forties but could
have passed for several years younger,
more when she took the time to present
this measured visage of immutability.
Her dark blue dress hugged her body.
She had always taken care to remain
toned. Still, this made the cracks all the
more noticeable as whatever had
disturbed Vera brought the subtle flaws
to the fore, lines of discontent
concealed but not eradicated. When
Jake turned to look at his wife he could
not fail to see the reflection of distress.
‘What… what’s wrong, Vera?’ asked
Jake. ‘What did you see?’
Vera ran her hands over her dress,
took a handkerchief from the purse
resting on a nearby table, dabbed her
eyes and choked down the moment that
had unsettled her.
‘Me, Jake… I saw me,’ she replied,
the slight tremor in her voice hard to
miss.
‘What do you mean, you saw you?’
questioned Jake with some measure of
uneasiness.
‘The painting…’ whispered Vera,
her voice faltering. ‘…is of me and…
Matthew Harding.’
Jake turned and grabbed the
covering. He did not hesitate. He pulled
the heavy cloth away. The sight that
greeted him took his breath away and
drove him backward in slow steps that
brought him in line with Vera.
‘Son of a bitch!’ Jake roared. ‘Sonof-a-fucking-bitch!’ he cried out again.
Vera was face down on a vista of
ruffled pale blue silk, her head
deliberately turned towards anyone
viewing the painting. The cold seemed
BLANK
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to emanate from the image. Vera was
the prominent subject but what struck
Jake was the vision of Matthew Harding
screwing her from behind, eyes closed
as the intensity of his poise was
concentrated in satisfying the woman
who had given herself to him
completely. The bed of Vera’s infidelity
was
abstract
as
the
painting
concentrated on her form, lips of ruby
pursed in pleasure, hands grasping the
silk so tightly it bunched around her
wrists. The red of the lipstick
accentuated the same vibrant red of her
nails, purposely portrayed to allow the
exposure of her fingers in spite of the
way she gripped the blue material. Cast
aside in an untidy heap almost as if it
had been intentionally posed in a way
that made it appear like liquid dripping
from this bed of betrayal to the floor
was the same dress that Vera now wore.
More disturbingly, a face looked on
from the shadows, repeated in varying
expressions; disdain, sadness, anger,
disapproval and regret. The face
belonged to Jake, but was a vision of a
man who had lived in another time.
Jake closed his eyes and let out a
sigh as his hands tightened in anger, the
knuckles whitening as he resisted the
urge to strike Vera for the infidelity that
now only lived in the minds of Harding
and him.
‘Why… why would he do this?’
cried Vera.
‘I… I don’t know,’ lied Jake. ‘But I
am sure as hell going to find out.’
‘I… I didn’t…’ began Vera, seeing
the way Jake gnashed his teeth in
contempt as he took in the whole
painting, and could not turn away.

‘I know,’ sighed Jake.
Vera turned away. Doing so required
effort. Jake knew because the painting
held him as transfixed as it did his wife.
He had two choices – he could confront
Harding or he could go to John, but no
matter what the outcome, there was no
way Matthew-fucking-Harding was
showing this painting to Diablo’s
clients.
Jake launched himself at the painting
and in spite of the weight of the canvas
he managed to dislodge it from the wall.
The bottom hit the floor and it teetered
on the edge of falling. Jake pushed it so
that it remained upright and found it
was not as heavy as he had first
anticipated.
‘Vera,’ he called out. ‘You have to
help me move it out of the way.’
Vera hesitated. She was not made for
such manual considerations, but given
the nature of the painting, seeking
assistance was out of the question.
‘I can take the weight and slide it out
of the way. I need you to steady it.’
Jake struggled with the canvas until
the sweat overcame any hope his antiperspirant had of keeping it at bay. His
brow was drenched and droplets fell
with ever-increasing disregard before he
manoeuvred the painting to the rear of
the room and out of view. Gasping for
breath he walked slowly back to where
it had been hung, retrieved the
discarded covering and took some time
to secure the canvas beneath the heavy
cloth.
Vera waited. She had recovered her
composure but the confusion remained.
The missing painting left a gap on the
wall that could not be explained. Jake
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did not care. Harding had gone too far.
‘What are you going to do, Jake?’
she asked.
‘What do you think?’ replied Jake.
‘I’m going to find Harding and bust his
teeth.’
Vera shook her head in a
combination of dismay and disapproval.
‘No, Jake, that won’t solve anything.
Why don’t you talk to John? I am sure
he would not approve of what Matthew
Harding has done.’
Vera was right. Attacking Harding
would only lead to more trouble than
Jake could handle. If there had been any
doubt about the artist remembering, the
point was now moot. Going to John was
the right thing to do. Jake had done
enough of what was right for everyone
else. This was a past that had come
back to haunt him. Now he had to do
what was right for him.
‘I need you to take care of things
here for a while,’ said Jake. ‘I am going
to see John.’
Vera nodded. Whether she knew that
Jake was lying or not was irrelevant.
There was nothing else she could do.
Jake left her in the room. He was going
to Harding’s place. While the thought
of a confrontation made his stomach
churn, the thought of leaving this alone
had long since passed. Harding had
deliberately painted the past and rubbed
Jake’s face in Vera’s infidelity. He
might not have been much of a man but
Harding had gone too far. Jake had his
limits.
Vera crossed the room to where the
painting had been concealed. She lifted
the covering and looked at the exposed
view of Harding as he embraced her
BLANK
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passionately. Her whole body trembled
in response.
‘Oh, Matthew,’ she whispered. ‘How
could you do this to me?’
Vera let the covering fall back in
place and walked away. She had been
drawn to the painting. Seeing it shook
her to the core. The untimely arrival of
Jake only added to her woe. Matthew
had betrayed her. Worse, if Jake had
any realisation of her infidelity he
would leave her with nothing but the
dress on her back, the same dress she
had worn the day she went to visit
Matthew. She had given herself to him
and now she could yet face a retribution
that would leave her destitute. Jake had
been astute in keeping his financial
affairs very much in check. He had
made her sign a prenuptial agreement.
She had been in love. She never
believed the day would come when
even the thought of cheating on him
would have her mind. Matthew had
done more than just betray her. He had
used her. Now she had cause to fear the
consequences.
KILLING TIME PART XVII:
UNLOCKING DOORS IN TIME

AVAILABLE FROM BDP:

TALES FROM A DARKLING POOL
(AUTHOR’S PREFERRED TEXT)
RETURN TO A DARKLING POOL
A DARKLING POOL AGAIN
BEYOND A DARKLING POOL
NIGHTMARE
VAMPIRE
FALLEN
REVISED RELEASE DATE:
COMING IN 2014
SAGA OF THE SENTENIAL
BOOK ONE
CAULDRON OF TROUBLE
SAGA OF THE SENTENIAL
BOOK TWO
FOR THE LAND THAT FELL
SAGA OF THE SENTENIAL
BOOK THREE
HOUSE OF SILMARIN
KNIGHTSHADE
THE INITIATE’S TOME
KNIGHTSHADE
THE GRANDMASTER’S TOME
COMING SOON!
RIPPLES from A Darkling Pool
COMING SOON!

CONTINUES IN FUMBLE ISSUE ELEVEN
Be sure to check out the previous instalments of
Killing Time Parts I – XV, still available to
download from:
http://www.baddogpublishing.ie/index.php/newszinearchive/

AVAILABLE FROM

BAD DOG PUBLISHING
& AMAZON
(.com/.co.uk/.fr/.de/.it/.es) & other
online book stores.
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KILLING TIME – WHAT’S LEFT?
ISSUE ELEVEN – November 2014
Part VII – Unlocking Doors in Time
ISSUE TWELVE – February 2015
Part VIII – Playing Emotion
ISSUE THIRTEEN – May 2015
Part XIX – A State of Death
ISSUE FOURTEEN – August 2015
Part XX – The Awful Aftermath of
Betrayal – Final Part

Firstly the dates: UKGE 2015 will be on in
May 29th to 31st 2015 at the same venue NEC HIlton Metropole Hotel, Birmingham.
3 days of trade: For the first time in
UKGE history, Expo will be opening the
trade halls to the public on the Friday, with
public trade hall hours running from 2pm to
7pm. Friday attendees can shop early and
this will help relieve pressure on the
Saturday.
More Space: Expo are providing a
marquee with full heating/air conditioning
and lighting. This will be placed in the staff
car park where the laser tag was held this
year. Some tournaments and open gaming
will be relocated out of the Monarch to free
up space for more traders and large scale
demo areas. This will give more space to
the Trade Show and will reduce overcrowding.

UK GAMES EXPO 2014
a.k.a BirmingCon
NEC Metropole
Birmingham, UK.
What happened at EXPO?
A picture is worth a thousand words. If this
is indeed true, check out a range of pictures
from UK Games Expo on pages 15 & 16.
KENNELCON 2014
a.k.a The Kennel Party
The Kennel & Knights Bar
Cork, Ireland.
What happened at KENNELCON?
Some pictures from
presented on page 17.

KennelCon

are

The plan begins anew. Before UK Games
Expo (or BirmingCon) fades from memory,
the time has come to start all over again.
With that in mind, the Con Manage begins
on Wednesday, September 03rd and runs for
30 weeks. Only those in the Manage will be
booked under the KOMY group booking
(Flights, Accommodation, etc.). News just
in from UK Games Expo:
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Food: Expo have agreed with the venue for
snack points to be placed in front of the
Library, between Kings and Palace and in
the Monarch. These will serve sandwiches,
crisps, cold and hot drinks and help with
the catering issues.
Bring and Buy: The Bring and Buy is
massively popular and generates a
significant amount every year for charity.
Most shows when they get to UKGE's size
dump the Bring and Buy because it gets too
big and draws attention away from the
Trade Halls. Expo is not going to do this,
but the format will be changing to make it
easier to bring things in and take them out.
Cost: All these changes have a significant
cost but we are not expecting visitors to
shoulder the increase by hiking the ticket
charges dramatically. There will be some
nominal increases.
SINGLE DAY TICKET: Adults £10
TWO DAY TICKET: Adults £16
THREE DAY TICKET Adults £21

Support for absent Players
Squires Dane and Luke of Shea

Session 21: March 05th 2014
THUNDERSPIRE LABYRINTH
Players at this session: Liam, Bryan, Martin,
Michael, MJ, Dane and Luke.

This column is dedicated to all things
Knights of Misspent Youth. Updates
regarding many of the gaming group’s
activities are made available through
Inner Circle every issue. This issue, the
column is again dedicated solely to the
D&D 4th Edition game of Sir Alan of
Kelly,
Dungeon and Dragons 4th Edition
Dungeon Master: Sir Alan of Kelly

Cast of Characters
Barnabe – Human Fighter
Sir Michael of Mahony
Bronson Axefoot – Halfling Barbarian
Sir Paul of Mason
Eli – Human Rogue
Sir Bryan of Hegarty
Fayce – Goliath Barbarian
Sir Michael of Heffernan (MJ)
Finnan – Halfling Fighter
Sir Fergal of Moore
Hannibus – Elven Cleric
Sir William of Shea (Liam)
Murdokulus – Human Wizard
Sir Martin of Mason
Splug – Goblin Cleric
Non-Player Character (NPC)
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Murdokulus burst in the door of the
Halfmoon Inn looking to be healed. He
approached Hannibus and told him he had
deviated from the Plan.
Murdokulus told the tale of his
pretending to be a Slaver and the Duergar
not believing him, his fireballing of the
Duergar and his flight for his life. They
decided it was probably a good idea to
disguise Murdokulus should the Duergar
come looking for him.
Hannibus came up with a new plan.
Rendil, Splug and Eli gathered some of the
party’s gold and went to the Grimmerzhul
Trading Post to trade for some gems; and
get the lay of the land. Initially the Duergar
told them to go away until the next day;
they were very busy repairing the damage
causes by Murdokulus’ fireball, but when
Rendil mentioned the amount they wanted
to trade (1000 gold pieces) the Duergar
changed their minds. They retrieved some
rubies from a back room which Eli
examined. After some haggling Eli, Splug
and Rendil left. They called into Gendar’s
shop across from the Duergar’s trading
post and had a chat with him. He informed
them that the Duergar had a stronghold
somewhere to the southeast of the SevenPillared Hall but he didn’t know exactly
where. To find it they would have needed
to either go wandering through the
Labyrinth or get the location from one of
the Duergar.
Gendar also stated that if they did travel
to the stronghold they might find an item
belonging to him that he was sure was
stolen by the Duergar, a skull sceptre. He
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promised a reward for its return. Eli, Rendil
and Splug returned to the inn to discuss
things with the rest of the party and they
came up with a plan. They would go to the
Duergar the following evening shortly
before closing time, hoping that the area
would be quiet when they arrived. Rendil
would introduce an acquaintance of his,
Hannibus (and his bodyguard Fayce) who
wanted to trade for some high value gems,
with the promise of returning with others in
the near future should the trade be
worthwhile.
The following evening the group moved
out. Splug and Barnabe stayed outside the
trading post while Hannibus, Fayce, Eli,
Rendil and a disguised Murdokulus
entered. Hannibus and Rendil approached
one of the Duergar. With the mention of
the amounts they wished to trade they
convinced him to lock the front door “to
avoid being disturbed” and asked if there
was a private room where they could
discuss the matter further.
Rendil and Murdokulus stayed in the
main shop with one of the Duergar while
Hannibus, Eli and Fayce stepped into a
smaller room with the other one. When
they went in he locked the door behind
them. They noticed another Duergar
standing in the corner.
Hannibus began his discussion; amount
of gold he wanted to trade, types and
quantities of gems required. Meanwhile,
Murdokulus got bored in the other room.
He began to ready a spell. The Duergar
began to ask what he was doing but before
he could finish Murdokulus blasted him in
the face with a magic missile.
Hearing the commotion in the other
room Fayce rushed the nearest Duergar.
Another Duergar entered the room through
a second door trapping Eli in the corner
between two Duergar. They proceeded to
pummel him with warhammers. The
Duergar hit with the magic missile charged
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towards Murdokulus smashing him with his
warhammer. Splug failed to pick the lock to
get them into the shop so Barnabe pushed
him out of the way, smashed the door down
and charged the Duergar attacking
Murdokulus.
Fayce made short work of the Duergar
he was fighting but before he could move
onto the next one Eli was beaten bloody
and unconscious in the corner. Hannibus
cast some ranged spells at the Duergar
attacking Eli but missed (must have been
because he was annoyed at Murdokulus for
not following the plan again). A female
Duergar entered the main shop area and
blinded everyone for a few seconds as
Rendil dived for cover behind the counter.
With Barnabe and Murdokulus (and
Rendil attacking from behind), they
eventually took down both Duergar while
keeping the female alive for interrogation.
She looked like Kedhira, the leader that
Gendar had described to them. Barnabe
kicked in the door leading to the meeting
room and the party took care of the
remaining Duergar.
After the battle they closed and barred
the front door. Hannibus spoke softly to
Kedhira assuring her that if she told them
what they needed to know she would not be
harmed further. For his trouble, she spat in
his face. He stood up and moved away,
allowing Murdokulus and Barnabe to do
what was necessary.
Murdokulus got straight to work on her
slicing open one of her nostrils to show he
was serious and then started asking
questions. It took a little time but when
Kedhira’s had two cut nostrils, a cut face
and was missing part of one of her eyeballs
she cried for mercy and told Murdokulus
the location of the Duergar stronghold.
While this was going on Barnabe saw
that there was not much he could do and
got a bit curious about Duergar anatomy.
He cut open one of Kedhira’s boots to
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count her toes and then for some reason,
beyond the understanding of anyone in the
party, he began to fellate her feet…even
Murdokulus was taken aback.
Seeing that there was no more
information for her to give them,
Murdokulus stuck his dagger in her throat
and they went on to search the rest of the
Trading Post. They found a small amount
of gems and coins in a chest in Kedhira’s
room but not much else of value. They
searched the Duergar’s bodies they found a
magic helmet and magic bracers on
Kedhira that Fayce was quick to claim; he
was unhappy that Barnabe already had a
magic sword and magic armour while he
didn’t have any magic items.
During their looting Murdokulus
mentioned that he was ‘Pelor’ (the deity
that Hannibus and Splug worshipped). This
did not sit too well with the Clerics and
resulted in a heated argument which ended
with Murdokulus refusing to apologise and
Hannibus saying that Murdokulus would
not be healed by either he or Splug until he
recanted his sin and apologised.
They also found a heavily reinforced
and barred door at the back of the shop
leading to a long tunnel. Following it they
found that it led to one of the main
passageways from the Seven-Pillared Hall.

Session 22: March 12th 2014
THUNDERSPIRE LABYRINTH
Players at this session: Liam, Michael, Fergal,
MJ, Dane and Luke.

We rejoined our group in the Grimmerzhul
Trading Post. They had covered all of the
windows looking onto the Seven-Pillared
Hall and barricaded the main door, settling
down for a few hours sleep before moving
to the Grimmerzhul stronghold called ‘The
Horned Hold.’
Rendil had agreed to wait in the inn
while Bronson slept off his hangover and
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they would join the party at The Horned
Hold. The party moved on leaving from the
back entrance of the Grimmerzhul Trading
Post.
After a couple of hours they got to the
junction described to them by Kedhira. The
path leading off it looked like it hadn’t been
used in years – a very narrow path leading
off into darkness. They followed its twists
and turns for a few hundred feet before it
opened to a much wider path with a 30 foot
high wall on the left and to the right a low
stone wall, beyond which was a chasm.
They couldn’t see either the bottom or the
far side.
They followed this path for another half
hour or so until they got to a sharp left turn.
Eli sneaked up and glanced around the
corner. The path ended at a large bastion
with two bridges leading from it to another
bastion on the far side of the chasm. The
only entrance to the bastion on this side of
the chasm was an eight foot wide portcullis
gate with two Orcs standing watch on the
inside.
Eli hopped over the low wall between
the path and the chasm, and balancing
himself on the very narrow ledge made his
way up to the outer wall of the bastion.
Murdokulus was going to follow him until
he realised what would happen if he lost his
balance. Instead he decided to sneak along
by the wall on the left using prestidigitation
to cast a shadow illusion. Something went
wrong and he instead cast bright flashing
lights which were quickly spotted by the
Orcs at the gate. He dropped to the ground,
narrowly avoiding the crossbow bolts being
fired at him before jumping to his feet,
running up to the gate and casting ‘Burning
Hands’ at the Orcs.
The rest of the party rushed forward.
Barnabe charged straight into the gate and
managed to crack a number of the wooden
supports, but it was not quite enough make
it through.
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Finnan dived through one of the gaps in
the gate, soon realising that there were a lot
more than two Orcs in the room. Hannibus
and Splug held back, casting ranged attacks
at the Orcs they could see. Fayce charged
the gate at the same place Barnabe had hit
and was able to burst through. Eli followed
through the new entrance.
The Orcs put up a tough fight, almost
killing Eli when he got caught between
them. Again, the healing talents of
Hannibus were in high demand.
Finnan and Barnabe fought their way a
good bit into the room, preventing the
remaining Orcs from escaping. After the
fight the group did a quick search of the
room, but besides a gaming table, a fire and
a pile of fire wood, there wasn’t much
there.
The group moved on, further into the
bastion. They found the kitchens, a
barracks for the Orcs and a fresh-water well
before hearing sounds coming from behind
one of the doors they hadn’t checked yet –
sounds like steel being hammered. That
door opened into a large blacksmiths. A
Duergar in a leather apron worked at an
anvil while an Orc worked the bellows of a
large furnace.
Finnan and Barnabe attacked straight
away and but a second Orc and two other
Duergar charged from another door to
attack Fayce. The Orc charged him with an
axe while the Duergar stood back with
crossbows. The party seemed caught a little
unawares but soon recovered and
dispatched the two Orcs and three Duergar.
They searched the area afterwards,
finding Urwol’s (the blacksmiths) room,
which was quite large. He seemed to have
had been placed highly in the hierarchy of
this group of Duergar. They found a skull
sceptre, matching the description of the one
Gendar was looking for, and a small stash
of silver, gold and gems. The blacksmith’s
work area held a number of brand new
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warhammers and halberds.
A door to the south west of the main
room led out to one of the bridges crossing
the chasm. Double doors to the south east
led to a long wide corridor with another
double door at the end. The party entered
this corridor and approached the double
doors.

Session 23: March 19th 2014
THUNDERSPIRE LABYRINTH
Players at this session: Liam, Michael, Fergal,
Dane and Luke.

Before the party left this section of the
bastion they searched the Duergar’s
barracks again, sure there must be
something there, but they found nothing.
Eli tended to Murdokulus’ wounds in
one of the now-vacant barrack rooms (since
Murdokulus’ blasphemy the clerics had
refused to heal him) while the rest of the
party were joined by Rendil who had gotten
tired of waiting for Bronson to recover
from his hangover.
The group moved deeper into the
bastion following the long corridor from
the southeast corner of the blacksmith’s
workshop. They approached the double
doors at the end with Finnan taking the
lead; checking for traps and listening for
movement on the other side. Passing
through, they entered another corridor with
a number of doors ahead; to their right was
a wall with a number of arrow slits, facing
the bridge from the blacksmith’s workshop
over the chasm.
They checked the two single doors
nearby, one opened into a small store room
with no other exits while the other led to a
large room containing a number of
extremely filthy beds. At the far end of that
room was another single door behind which
Finnan heard some movement. He retreated
to the corridor and tied the handles of the
doors of the stores room and the filthy
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sleeping chamber together, making them
more difficult to open should someone try
from inside.
Moving on to the double doors in front
of them Finnan carefully and quietly
opened one and peeked through before
reclosing it and letting the rest of the party
know what he saw. It was a large dining
room with a few big tables; with a Duergar
guard eating on the right hand side of the
room, a filthy human slave on the left
cleaning a table and a heavily muscled
Duergar eating at the far end of the room.
They made up a quick plan and charged
forward.
Splug, Hannibus and Barnabe charged
into the room attacking the guard while
Finnan vaulted over the table to attack
Rundarr (the muscled Duergar), only to
bounce off him and land on top of his
dinner.
Two Duergar with crossbows came into
the room from a door to the west; firing at
Finnan, while a second Duergar guard
appeared from down a corridor not yet
explored and attacked Rendil at the rear of
the party. Fayce quickly dispatched that
Duergar before charging into the dining
room to attack Rundarr.
After taking some damage from Fayce
and Finnan, Rundarr started to get really
angry and hulked up (growing to large
size), and because Finnan was using his
fighter ability to ‘mark’ Rundarr, he
focused his attacks on him. Between the
crossbow bolts from the Duergar scouts
and being beaten with a warhammer by
Rundarr, Finnan dropped to the ground
bleeding out.
Rendil attacked one of the Duergar
scouts from behind but quickly regretted
that decision when the scout charged him
with a hammer and beat him bloody. Splug
attacked that scout giving Rendil the
opportunity to flee, but he forgot about the
rope tying the two doors together and
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clotheslined himself as he ran around the
corner. Splug turned to flee too, nimbly
flipped over the rope, and moved into the
main room. Hannibus waited for the
Duergar scout to round the corner, and
when he did, cast command on him,
knocking him over the rope and sliding him
into the main room to lie prone on the
ground.
Barnabe took down the second Duergar
guard and charged the second scout,
knocking him into the corner. He spent the
rest of the fight poking him with a sword
until he finally lost it and cut the scout to
ribbons while swinging at him wildly.
Hannibus, Splug and Rendil finished off
the first scout between them, leaving Fayce
to fight Rundarr alone while Finnan bled
out on the ground. With the scout defeated,
Rendil rushed forward to get a cheap shot
in on Rundarr, taking him down.
Rendil then tended to Finnan’s wounds
while Fayce searched Rundarr for any
magic items he might have had. The only
things of note he found were a set of
Dwarven Greaves and a small silver key.
The party barred the doors to the room
before questioning the human slave who
had spent the fight huddled in a corner
pleading not to be hurt. He said he was
from Fallcrest and was just out in the
woods one day with some friends when
they were attacked by some Hobgoblins,
beaten unconscious and he woke up with a
Duergar poking at him before he was
brought here. The party found two other
slaves in a nearby kitchen with similar
stories. Hannibus asked Eli to return to the
Seven-Pillared Hall with the slaves after
they had been given something to eat and
got cleaned up.
After resting for a few minutes the party
explored the nearby room. This old trophy
room contained various stuffed monsters
from the Underdark but they found little
else of note. They also found a door leading
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to the second bridge crossing the chasm.
Disguising themselves with Duergar
cloaks, and with their new slave (as Fayce
was a bit big to be a Duergar) they crossed
the bridge. As they approached the large
iron-bound door on the other side they
noticed two slots in the door and very large
crossbows pointing out at them.
Splug stepped forward and in a
remarkable display, never to be repeated,
strung together a combination of Goblin,
Giant, Dwarven, deep speech and Orcish
words that somehow convinced the guards
to move back the crossbows, unbar the
doors and begin opening them.
Not willing to give them a second to
reconsider Fayce and Barnabe charged
forward to get into the doorway and attack
whoever was opening them. The large
crossbows turned out to be some kind of
magically animated ballistas that could
attack by themselves. However, the guards
were caught unawares and quickly cut
down while the ballistas were smashed.
Seeing Fayce and the damage he was doing
to his guards, the leader of the Duergar at
this post fled as soon as he realised the fight
was lost.
Searching the area afterwards, Fayce
found a small chest with a silver keyhole.
Using the key he had acquired from
Rundarr he unlocked the chest to reveal a
decent quantity of gold coins and some
gems.

Session 24: March 26th 2014
THUNDERSPIRE LABYRINTH
Players at this session: Liam, Michael, MJ,
Dane and Luke.

After healing for a few minutes the party
decided against chasing after the escaped
Duergar and instead pressed on deeper into
the fortress. The came across a small
barracks with some arrow slits in the far
wall, Rendil snuck up to them and saw a
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number of Orcs and an Ogre on guard duty.
They were keeping an eye on the large
double doors at the back of the fortress.
Fayce and Barnabe got into position by
the doors leading to these guards before
charging through, while Hannibus and
Splug supported them from the doorway
and Rendil cast spells through an arrow slit.
The Orcs were quickly taken care of but the
Ogre put up a bloody fight before he was
eventually cut down.
The party pressed forward, coming to a
corridor with a door directly in front of
them and another to their left. They chose
the one to the left. Rendil and Splug snuck
forward and listened by the door. They
heard the sounds of someone being beaten
followed by gruff laughter from multiple
creatures.
They reported back to the group.
Hannibus upon hearing that prisoners were
being tortured immediately charged
forward, smashed through the door and
attacked the first thing he saw; a Duergar
in the process of some good old-fashioned
eye-gouging. Hannibus smashed the
Duergar in the face with his mace. The rest
of the party moved forward as one, looking
for more enemies to fight.
It was a very large chamber, easily 50
by 70 feet with 3 large pools in different
corners of the room. One of them was full
of water, the other two having been
converted into holding pits for slaves.
There were two more Duergar in the
room and two spined Devils. Barnabe
smashed one of the Duergar into a slave
pit. The slaves quickly tore him limb from
limb and with their help the fight was over
a lot quicker than it would otherwise have
been. This put the remaining Duergar and
Devils on the defensive, and not having a
chance to escape, they were easily defeated.
Reproduced with kind permission of
Alan Kelly – DM: D&D 4th Edition
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18. Room through which the Duergar
escaped
19. Room with the magic ballista
20. Small barracks where a treasure
chest was found
21. Barracks with the arrow slits
looking into the guard room; with the
Ogre and Orcs
22. Guard room with the Ogre and Orcs
26. Large chamber with the slaves
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Good things and bad things seem to
stand in equal measure; just like news,
but we will get back to that shortly. The
wonder of a new game year beckons
and we are full with the anticipation of
doing it all over again. I miss the days
of endless games, playing relentlessly,
hoping it can continue just for a little
longer, progressing a story, feeding the
emotions of my friends and… living the
game in every second of every week
until… maybe I am just remembering
the past the way I wanted it to be, but
we did seem to play a lot more and for
longer… or just to get more done. I
mean, how many nights of gaming can
you really take?
I miss Gen Con UK on campus, like
it was in Reading in 2007-2008, or
Loughborough in 1996-1999. UK
Games Expo and Warp Con are
generally good form conventions but
they are pale imitations with no real
hope of ever reaching the magic of Gen
Con UK. Being on campus was just
something special. I know that I am
digressing here, starting off about the
games and moving to the cons, but it is
all about the games and spending time
with the best group of individuals I
have ever had the pleasure to know. The
Knights of Misspent Youth are a
personification of keeping those
moments we cherish alive. We take the
good with the bad and share the joys
and misfortunes in equal measure. Most
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of all, we are there for each other,
which brings me back to my opening
statement.
Congratulations to Sir Shane of Walshe
and Lady Irene of Malone on their
marriage on July 19th 2014.
Unfortunately, this also brings us to a
sad note – it is with great sadness that I
mention the passing of Anastasia
‘Stacy’ Walshe, mother of two of our
founding members, Kieran and Shane.
Heartfelt sympathies and condolences.
She was a true lady and will be in our
thoughts – R.I.P.
On a happier note – congratulations also
to Sir Alan & Lady Fiona of Kelly
(married in May of this year) on the
news of their impending arrival due in
March 2015.
The game year 2014-2015 has begun
and opened with Knightshade the Role
Playing Game and the continuing story
KS03 Fallen Kingdom. GMs/DMs
should carefully review the first section
of the Schedule on page 29 and advise
on any necessary amendments as soon
as possible so that the KOMY page on
the Bad Dog Publishing website can be
updated and a revised schedule added to
the next issue of Fumble. For now, take
care, enjoy the games and live in the
moment.

William Anthony Shea
Seneschal – Knights of Misspent Youth

SEPTEMBER
SLOT 01
SLOT 02
EVENT
SLOT 03
SLOT 04
OCTOBER
SLOT 05
SLOT 06
EVENT
EVENT
SLOT 07
SLOT 08
SLOT 09
SLOT 10
NOVEMBER
SPECIAL
SLOT 11
SLOT 12
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
SLOT 13
SLOT 14
SLOT 15
DECEMBER
SLOT 16
SLOT 17
EVENT
SLOT 18
EVENT
JANUARY
SPECIAL
SLOT 19
SLOT 20
SLOT 21
SLOT 22
SLOT 23
SLOT 24

DATE
03/09/2014
10/09/2014
15/09/2014
17/09/2014
24/09/2014
DATE
01/10/2014
08/10/2014
11/10/2014
14/10/2014
15/10/2014
22/10/2014
29/10/2014
TBA
DATE
As Required
05/11/2014
12/11/2014
12/11/2014
15/11/2014
18/11/2014
19/11/2014
26/11/2014
TBA
DATE
03/12/2014
10/12/2014
13/12/2014
TBA
31/12/2014
DATE
As Required
07/01/2015
14/01/2015
21/01/2015
23/01/2015
24/01/2015
25/01/2015

EVENT
Knightshade KS03
Knightshade KS03
FUMBLE ISSUE TEN
Knightshade KS03
Pathfinder
EVENT
Pathfinder
Pathfinder
Wimpy's Birthday
Webster's Birthday
D&D 4th Edition
D&D 4th Edition
D&D 4th Edition
HIP The Scarlet Hobbitfoot
EVENT
BOOK Accommodation
GROO
Knightshade TBA
Hippy's Birthday
FUMBLE ISSUE ELEVEN
Julius's Birthday
Knightshade TBA
Knightshade TBA
COC AVENGING ANGEL
EVENT
D&D Confrontation
KOMY CHRISTMAS CARDS
Rando's Birthday
TBA - Open Event
Duplex's Birthday
EVENT
BOOK Flights
Pathfinder
Pathfinder
Pathfinder
WARPCON 2015
WARPCON 2015
WARPCON 2015

GM
NOTES
WK
LOS
1st Week of CON Manage 01
LOS
02
BDP
Release Date
LOS
03
MM
04
GM
NOTES
MM
05
MM
06
KOMY
Birthday
KOMY
Birthday
AK
07
AK
08
AK
09
LOS
Special Saturday Event
GM
NOTES
KOMY
Convention Booking
MOM
HAWTHORN
10
LOS
11
KOMY
Birthday
BDP
Release Date
KOMY
Birthday
LOS
12
LOS
13
LOS
Special Saturday Event
GM
NOTES
LOS
14
KOMY
KNIGHTS BAR
15
KOMY
Birthday
TBA
Special Saturday Event
KOMY
Birthday
GM
NOTES
KOMY
Convention Booking
MM
16
MM
17
MM
18
KOMY
UCC Cork
LOS
UCC Cork
KOMY
UCC Cork

Every effort has been made to make the Schedule for 2014-2015 as accurate as
possible at the time of going to press. It is subject to change. GMs have been
allocated slots. If a GM is unable to use a slot, please do not make any
arrangements without notifying the host and/or Seneschal (if this is not the same
person). In some instances, swopping slots may not be possible, especially if in the
middle of a game run. If sufficient notice is provided, the entire allocation of slots
may be exchanged with another GM. Alternatively; slots can be surrendered in
favour of a CARD game.
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KILLING TIME PART XVII: UNLOCKING DOORS IN TIME
Confrontations are inevitable. When revelations have implications for more than
one individual, the obvious becomes uncertain. The hostility between Matthew
Harding and James Murdock may be the catalyst but the paintings expose a past
that will only lead to a fracturing of the present. Harding’s exhibition opens the
doors to a flawed history but it also reveals something darker and sinister behind
the existing incarnation. Once the doors have been opened, they can no longer be
denied.

IN GAMES:
THE COMPANY OF THE GOODIES

ILLUSTRATED
QUESTIONING FAITH

CONVENTION CUBE
An update on current conventions of interest to KOMY and BDP.

INNER CIRCLE
All the latest news from the current games and forthcoming events.

THE GMs GUIDE
FRIENDS AND CONTACTS
Who are the facilitators of those little necessities?
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